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VOLt I

Reconnaissance of the Snake River

Southwestern Idaho

Prologie

Historically the Snake River basin holds an important position

in the hisiory of the settlement of the Pacific Northwest. The Oregon

Trail traversed its deserts, canyons and mountains and the Snake valley

was probably the most difficult section of the journey. Hostile Indians,

thirst and starvation brought many of the immigrants to the end of the

trail in this vicinity. Al]. of the important events in Idaho's history

happened in the Snake River basin and the development of this basin has

been the history of Idaho. Though the Indians were quieted and the roads

and finally railroads traversed the basin, the development of the state

did not begin until the water was diverted to the lands and an agrioul-

tural economy started.

With the coming of the irrigation era the desert was forced to

yield up its riches. Some two million acres of land have been placed

under irrigation and other industries and developments have kept pace

with the irrigation developments. Population, property values and pro-

duction have shown a steady increase during the years and the ultimate is

still far in the future.



The prosperity of the state is dependent upon its water supply

and the southern Idaho water is supplied by the Snaice and its tributaries.

The state will not have reached its maximum development until this stream

is completely controlled and utilized. Some 12 million acre feet of water

escape from the southern Idaho basin each year into the Grand Canyon below

Weiser. Some of this is return flaw from water used. one or more times for

irrigation and some has had some beneficial use throu the power plants

along the river, but much of it is unused water from the flows of un-

controlled tributaries or spring melt over tributary areas where inade-

quate storage capacity is provided.

At the present time Idaho is on an annual water supply basis,

that is, the storage provided, plus the stream flow diversion, is just

adeqtmte to supply the water needed for that irrigating season on the areas

.

now cultivated. In years of average or better rain and snow conditions

the reservol.rs fill and Idaho is set for a good crop year. In minimum

years, drouit conditions prevail and crop failures follow, The ultimate

development cannot be attained until storage capacity is provided that

will be adequate to hold the excess run-off from the maxiiuum years over

f or use in the minimum years. When this control is complete, Idaho will

find, herself with a greatly increased agricultural area, a doubled popu-

lation, a quadrupled valuation, and a secure, assured economy not enjoyed

by any other agricultural state in the Union. It is a goal certainly

worth striving for.
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Such an ultimate degree of development will not be easy to

accomplish. In the first place reservoir sites of the magnitude required

are not numerous. One estimate placed the quantity of water required to

secure this cyclic storage at 20,000,000 acre feet in addition to what

they now have. To secure anywhere near this quantity will require drastic

and profound changes in the operation of the irrigation economy of the

people in the basin. The present system of charging the entire cost of

developments to the irrigators must be changed, as it should be. The

strangling water laws between states, and the priority rules for water

use between individuals and irrigation districts must be erased and a

now system of allocation of water and charges be inaugurated that would

be equitable to all.

Under the present system used by the Bureau of Reclamation for

the allocation of costs this program is impossible of attainment, as the

cost of cyclic storage cannot be borne by new lands brought into irriga-

tion in competition to other operators that get their water for practically

nothing under the priority filing rule.

Again the establishment of large reservoirs will invariably

disrupt or erase some of the existing improvements such as railroads,

highways, towns or irrigated districts, and opposition to programs will

always be furnished by men of little vision or selfish interests who can

not or will not see the ultimate greater good for a greater people.

The study of the water situation on the Snake is a gigantic

problem and must be approached as a basin as a whole program, irrespective



.
of state lines, prior ounitments and established policies if an ultimate

answer is to be proposed. Each tributary stresan must be studied to deter-

mine its water contribution, possibilities of storage within its own basin

and the use to which that water can be allocated, and the whole coordinated

into a basin wide project.

In this report the Snake main stem through southwestern Idsho

is described and the possibilities noted, then each of the tributaries

in turn. The tributaries are considered in down stream order on first the

south side then the north.

n



Huntington to American Lake Reservoir

General description. - This reconnaissance report covers 290

miles of the Snake River between the head of the proposed pool for the

Hells Canyon Dam and the last of the existing main irrigation diversions

at Mimer Darn, Iii the lower L1.3 miles of the reach under consideration,

the Snake River forms the boundary between the states of Oregon and Idaho,

up to the mouth of the Owyhee River, a point about 5 miles above Nyssa,

Oregon. From here the state line is produced due south on about the

117° 01' meridian, leaving a large bend of the river to the west and

for 114 miles the river runs entirely in the State of Oregon, touching the

state line at one point only about 3 miles upstream from the mouth of the

Owhee. Above this bend the river, flowing generally a northwest course,

is entirely in the State of Idaho.

At the mouth of the Burnt River the Snake is in a canyon several

hundred feet deep which is a portion of the upper end of the Grand Canyon

of the Snake. The canyon characteristics rapidly fade away upstream.

About 5 miles up, the valley widens and the walls are only about a hundred

feet highs a few miles farther the walls entirely disappear and the Snake

winds in a. low banked channel through a wide flat plain. At Weiser,

about 22 miles above the Burnt, the valley plain is some 7 or 8 miles

wide. At the mouth of the Payette 15 miles farther upstream it is much

wider. This wide, flat bottomed valley modified in places remains

characteristic of the river course for an additional 60 miles to a point
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Two views of the
Snake River eight
miles south
(upstream) from
Marsing, Idaho.

Taken from the
foot hills of the
Silver City Range
near Squaw Creek.
Views looking
northeast and east
respectively.

.

[ -

The Snake valley from the east. View lookin., southwest
and st from the !urphy Road east f Jilson, Idaho.



.
some 5 miles above Wilson, Idaho, where canyon walls again narrow the

valley. Canyon characteristics then maintain for 20 miles where it again

widens into a wide valley to form the basin in which the town of Grand View

end the Grand View and Snake River Irrigation Districts are located. This

wide basin is about 20 miles long and. extend up to just above the mouth

of the Bruneau. Above this for i!. miles the river is again in a canyon,

but widens again into a wide basin, considerably smaller than the Grand View

basin. Above the canyon the valley for 40 miles continues moderately

wide till above the town of King Hill. In this valley are the Indian

Cove, West Indian Cove and the King Hill Irrigation Districts and the

towns of Hammett, Glenna Ferry and King Hill. Above King Hill, the river's

course is in a canyon all the way up to Mimer Dam, 90 miles farther up-

stream.

The stream gradient follows the valley types in that it is quite

flat in the valley sections and steopens in the canyon reaches. The iver

grade at the mouth of the Burnt River is about elevation 2030 and at

Weiser is about 2110, a rise of 80 feet in this 22 miles. This is an

average fall of 3.6 feet per mile. In the next 61 miles it rises to

elevation 2232, a rise of 122 feet. This would. be an average of 2.0

feet per mile. In the early days a portion of this reach of the river

was navigated by river steamers running a regular schedule, above Weiser

at least. The official head of navigation as shown on the Idaho maps is

about 3 miles downstream from the town of Marsing, 46 miles above Weiser,

but nothing was observed that physically limited it at this point. The

river grade continues flat for about 28 more miles to the mouth of the
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canyon near the railroad crossing of the Union Pacific branch line to

Murphy, 7b miles above Weiser. The river grade here is about 2253,

having a gradient of 1.55 feet per mile for the last l3 miles.

In the canyon section following, the rate of fall is much more

rapid. In this canyon are located the Guffey and Swan Falls dam sites

and three or four other definite rapids. Since the construction of the

Looking southwest across the Snake
at the mouth of Sinker Creek
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Looking southwest from the north
rim across the Snake below the
mouth of Castle Creek

Swan Falls darn, the fall is concentrated in the 10* miles of the canyon

below the Falls site. The pool above the darn levels the water back for

L miles to the mouth of Sinker Creek, which is nearly at the ipper end of

the canyon. The headwater elevation at Swan Falls is about 2306 aid the

tailwater about 2291, a vertical drop of 15 feet. Below this the river

falls at an average rate of 3.6 feet per rule for the 10* miles to the

Guf fey darn site.

Aboie Sinker Creek the gradient continues on up moderately

through the GrandView basin to the can'ron above the mouth of the Bruneau.

It averages 1.7 feet per mile for this reach of 36 miles.



In the next canyon reach the river is muoh swifter. There are

three definite rapids besides the three rapids which form Crane Falls.

In 8 miles the river drops from elevation 2L4Lj2 to elevation 2371, an

average of 8.9 feet per mile. Above Crane Falls the river gradient again

flattens and remains moderate the entire distance to King Hill, a distance

of 33 miles. Here the river is at elevation 21i.90, making the average

1.L5 feet per mile.

Above King Hill the gradient increases qmite rapidly. The first

10 miles the average is 3.9 feet per mile, the second 10 miles, 7.6 feet

per mile, and the next 11 miles, 12.7 feet per mile. This is at the foot

of Lower Salmon Falls where the elevation is 27L.5. Above this point

average rates of fall do not indicate much as the river tumbles in a

series of falls, rapids and pools the entire 67 miles from Mi].ner Dam.

A list of the named falls and their heights are given in the

following tabulation:

Lower Salmon Falls 35 feet
Dolinan Rapids 55

U

Upper Salmon Falls 36
Hot Creek 30 "

Devils Washboard Falls 15 "

Auger Falls )J.0

Pillar Falls 18 "

Shoshone Falls 200 "

Twin Falls 125 "

Dry Creek Falls 35 "

Mimer Dam L.8

The pool above Mimer is at elevation A435, 1390 feet

above the tailwater at Lower Salmon Falls, of which 737 feet are in

the vertical, or nearly vertical, drops tabulated above. Many other

reaches of the river are fast ruiming cascades. StIlled pools exist
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Upper Salmon Falls P1an

Diversion and control daxnabove the falls.
View upstream.

View upstream at power plant below
Dolman Rapids



.
at the heads of some of the falls caused by the construction of low dams

for power development.

The irrigation installations aba'e Mimer Dam have developed

he river to such a degree that no further installations are believed

feasible. The Mimer pooi extends 27 miles upstream from the dam. The

Minidoka Dam which forms Lake Walcott is located 35 miles above Mimer.

Lake Walcott has 107,000 acre feet of active storage and its dam diverts

water to lands on both sides of the river in the vioirxity of Burley. The

American Falls Reservoir, whose darn is 36 miles above Minidoka Dam, has

a lake 20 miles long and a storage capacity of 1,700,000 acre feet.

This reservoir is the main storage for all the middle Snake irrigation

projects and it acts as a redistribution reservoir for much of the

Jackson Lake storage.

The quantity of water that flows in the river is well known,

as records have been kept at various points in. the reach for many year8.

The flows into the Snake from the springs have been measured and the

information is recorded in the U.S.G.S. Water Supply Papers. The reader

is referred to these records for this information.

The Snake in this reach receives its flow from waters that are

in excess of what can be stored upstream from Mimer Dam, from the many

springs in the canyon as well as the Thousand Springs and Hagerman valley

areas and from the flows of the tributary streams that enter from either

side. These tributaries drain the whole of southwestern Idaho and a

large area of Eastern Oregon as well as smaller areas in northern Nevada

and northwestern Utah, over which the yearly rainfall varies from 8 to



.
18 inches. The tributary area is mainly rolling, broken country rising

to the mountains that form the rim of the basin. Except in the irrigated

areas this entire expanse supports only sage brush and cactiand their

associated shrubs. High in the mountains around the rim isolated patches

of green timber can be seen. These occur at elevations above 6800 feet.

Around the south side of the basin this timber is almost entirely juniper

with an occasional pine tree struggling for existence. In the higher

portion of the Owyhee basin in Nevada, in the Humbolt National Forest,

- the predominant timber is a rather stunted stand of aspen growing in

isolated groves scattered through the sage covered mountains. Around

the north side of the rim the timber is predominantly yellow pine. Great

tracts of the unirrigated area are used for sheep range and in large

seotions of the higher ranges, cattle roam the hills. Thousands of wild

horses range the valley of the Owyhee.

Irrigated areas. - Along the north side of the Snake large tracts

of the bench lands have been irrigated by waters diverted from the Snake

Lost, Wood, Boise, Fayette and Weiser Rivers. The south side below Salmon

Falls Creek is not irrigated except in a few isolated places along the

river margin until the area around Marsing is reached. Below this both

sides of the river are extensively irrigated. Above Salmon Falls Creek

large areas on the south side are under irrigation, particularly in the

vicinities of the towns of Bull, Twin Falls, Oakley and Burley. Large

additional tracts of sage land in this area appear to be susceptible

to irrigation if the water were available. One tract between Burley and

Oakley containing 190,000 acres is said to be irrigable with only a
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90 foot pump lift out of Lake Walcott. The maps of the Reo].amation

Bureau and State of Idaho irrigation maps will show additional tracts

that are susceptible to irrigation if the water can be secured.

Population. - The concentration of the population naturally

follows the irrigation developments. Two stretches of the river section

under consideration support a comparatively dense population. They are

the 50 miles from Weiser to Marsing and the 87 miles from Salmon Falls

Creek to above Burley. In the 160 miles between there are the small towns

of Hagerman, Bliss, Gooding and. Shoshone on the high.benohes north of the

river, the towns of King Hill, Glenna Ferry and Hammott, low on the river

bank along the railroad between Bliss and Mountain Home, and the towns

of Bruneau and Grand View in the isolated irrigation districts in the

canyon between Crane Falls and Swan Falls. In the rest of the area the

population is sparse indeed.

Transportation. - Transportation facilities also follow the

irrigated, populated areas. The river is readily accessible in the areas

from Huntington to Mars ing and from Ha.mmett to the upper end of the reach

as state or national highways follow the river course and branch roads

offer access at almost any point desired. In the intermediate section

from Marsing to Hammett it is not so easy. There is a fairly good road

that goes up river from Marsing on the west side, through Murphy,

Grand View, Brunoau and. into Hammett, but it sometimes is several miles

back from the river. A fairly good road goes south out of Nampa to Swan

Falls on the north (Or east) side. Branch roads from these consist gener-

ally of two parallel ruts through the sage brush, but on these one can get

nearly any place along the river lie desires to go. There is one such road
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along the east margin of the river in the bottom of the canyon below

Swan Falls. This road oofltinue8 up river but is travebie with difficulty.

One could cross the river on the Idaho Power Company's ferry above Swan

Falls and. follow their line patrol road out to Murphy. Another such road

extends down river on the north side from Grand View. It may connect with

the road up from Swan Falls, but this was not definitely ascertained.

Another leads down Castle Creek from the Murphy-Grand View road to the

river bank below Castle Creek. Grand View can be reached by graveled

roads branching from U. 8. 30 between Boise arid Mountain Home or on State

road No. 51 through Bruneau. A narrow road also skirts the river on the

south side from State road No. 51 downstream into the Crane Falls site.

There used to be a ferry at this point and the road climbs out of the

canyon to the north to connect again with. highway 51 on the high bench

above. Roads into the tributary areas are sometimes good but in others

are non-existent and the reconnaissance party sometimes found themselves

charting a compass course through the sage brush to get where they wanted

to go.

The main line of the Union Pacific railroad skirts the river

in two sections of the reach. It enters the canyon and crosses the Snake

at the mouth of the Burnt River and skirts the banks to above Nyssa, where

it swings up the Boise, having crossed the Snake twice more in its course.

It enters the river canyon again at Hannett, runs parallel to the river

on the north shore, and leaves it again between King Hill and Bliss. A

branch line from Ontario leada up the Maiheur to Burns, another from

Nyssa follows up the west bank of the Snake and terminates at Marsing.
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A third south out of Nampa crosses the Snake 5 miles or so above Wilson

and terminates at Murphy and a fourth leaves the main line at Minidolca,

crosses the Snake at Burley from where one braneli leads down river,

skirting the Snake and terminates at Buhi, another goes up Goose Creek to

Oakley, and a third up the Snake a short way to Decla. An intercon-

necting line between the Union Pacific and Southern Pacific goes south

out of Twin Falls up the 'valley of Salmon Falls Creek and joins 'the

Southern Pacific at Wells, Nevada. To the north one branch line out of

Weiser follows up the W'ejser River and terminates at New Meadows on the

Little Salmon River, another out of Fayette goes up the Fayette and

terminates at McCall on Fayette Lake. A third out of Shoshono goes up

the Big Wood River to Ketehum and Sun Valley. A fourth out of Blacktoot

goes up the Big Lost River and terminates at Mackay. Many of these branch

lines show very little use during this war emergency.

Geology. - The Snake River valley has been the scene of intense

volcanic activity throughout the ages and the present valley is the result

of these activities. The surface areas of the entire valley are a series

of lava flows interspaced with wide areas of sedimentary deposits. The

upthrust of the Seven Devils mountains in the area below Weiser caused the

formation of an immense lake in the area above them. In this lake the

sedimentary deposits laid down mantled the area of the lower Weiser,

Fayette, Boise, MaTheur and Owyhee and up the Snake canyon to above Wilson.

This deposit is called the Payette formation.

The volcanic activity centered around Sinker Butte dammed the

river in this vicinity. Sinker Butte was aided in this by several other
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vents to the northeast, several of which are still visible in the cones

east of Wilson, and the lava field is continuous on the north side of the

river to as far east as the Mountain Home area. The lake fonued lay on

the south side of the basin and extended upstream along the Snake to the

vicinity of Buhi. The lake bed deposits mantled the area of the lower

reaches of all the streams entering from the south and are in places many

hundreds of feet thick. These are called the Hagerman Lake bed deposits.

In this formation are foirnd many intact fossils and the fossilized remains

of many prehistoric vertebrates. The reconnaissance party stumbled upon

a deposit of these remains and partially uncovered them. Ruff identified

the skeletons of at least three horses piled one on top of the other in

three horizons. He identified them as "Plesippus or

Pliocene horses. a the skeletons and exposed the

head of the upper one. The accompanying pictures show this head.

iL

Ruff excavating the fossil bed
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Fossils in the Haerman Lake Bed Deposit

Three views of the
head of Plesippus
Shoshonensis",
Upper Pliocene
Horse.



The bones were in fairly good condition, but not strong enough to be re-

moved without damage. Not having the necessary equipment to preserve

them, the fossils were carefully covered over again. Ruff intends to

make their recovery the subject of an expedition on which he will be

supplied with all the necessary shellacs, plasters, brushes, digging

tools and storage cases. The extent of the fossil deposit is not

known, but we exposed several hundred pounds of bones in what little

digging we did. The horizon in which the bones lie is in a sand stratum

some 50 feet below the top of the Hagerman Lake bed deposits in that

area. Deep gullies washed in the deposit expose the strata and give

access to it.

The Hagerman beds are capped in places by later basalt flows.

These are usually thin and can be seen only a caps on the tops of some

of the buttes in the vioinity of King Hill. ,The' deposit generally mantles

the basalt deposits showing that the lake beds came after the major vol-

canic activity.

The volcanic activity east of Bliss formed the immense lava

field that extends to as far east as Anieriosn Lake. The sources of these

lavas are many and varied, but the main part of the flows originated in

the northern portion of the basin and filled the valley from that side,

during which time it forced the river to skirt the flows to the south.

The stoppage in this area formed a lake in and below the mouth

of the Raft in which the still existing Raft Lake bed deposits were laid

down. These cover a smaller area than the lower beds end are in places

covered by more recent basalt flows. In 'this deposit, also, fossilized
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bones are found. During the excavations for the American Lake project a

complete elephant skeleton wus found.

The river action since the cessation of the volcanic activity

has been to cut the canyons through the basalts and re-excavate the valleys

through the lake bed areas. Its work is still far from complete. The

gorge through the Seven Devils mountains is now -the deepest canyon in the

world. In its deepest portion it is some 7000 feet deep. This is the

Grand Canyon of the Snake and extends from the mouth of the Weiser to the

mouth of the Grand Ronde. The river falls some 3300 feet in this canyon.

In the area above Bliss the river falls some iLoo feet over the basalt

flows in a series of falls where the canyon walls are already several

hundred feet high and the erosion still continues.

The basalta of the Snake Valley are of many kinds and types.

In some places they are hard and dense and closely laid and at such places

they will provide good dam sites. At other places their structure is

open arid the rook not so reliable. In these materials dam sites are

not so attractive and excessive work will be required to secure water

tightness if this condition can be secured at all, Dams in the, lake

bed areas are generally not feasible, as it is generally several miles

between available abutments if they exist at all.

All of the la1 bed areas may provide construction materials

as the materials, separated by the water that deposited them, offer

large deposits of selective materials where sand and gravel for con-

crete work can be secured or fine silts for earth embanlaaents or core

walls. Rook is usually the only material present close to the canyon sites.
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. The detailed geology of the region is beyond the scope of this

report. Much of the area has been investigated by personnel of the

U.S.G.S. and others and their findings written up in reports by these

agencies. For detailed information the reader is referred to these

publications. The following list is incomplete, but the reports referred

to will cover much of the area. The results to date have been compiled

on maps on file in the Geology Subsection and can be seen upon request.

The following publications contain the pertinent data.

"Geology and. Ground Water Resources of the Snake River Plain

in Southeastern Idaho", Geological Survey, Ill. S. P. No. 774. by Stearns,

Crandall and Steward.

"Geology and Water Resources of the Mud Lake Region, Idaho",

Geological Survey, L S. P. 818 by Stearn Bryan ar Crandall.

"Water Utiliatioia in the Snake River Basin", Geological Survey,

W. S. P. No. 657 by W. G. Hoyt.

"Large Springs in the United States", Geological Survey,

W. S. P. 557 by 0. E. Meinzer.

"Geology and Water Resources of the Goose Creek Basin, Cassia

County, Idaho" by- A. U. Piper - Bureau of Mines and Geology bulletin of

1923.

"Ground Water for Ir±igation on Cemas Prairie, Camas and fl.more

Counties, Idaho" by A. M. Piper, Bureau of Mines and Geology bulletin -

l92L1..

"Geology and Water Resources of the Lower Bruneau River,

Owyhee County, Idaho" by A. U. Piper, Bureau of Mines



C
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and Geology bulletin - l92L..

"Snake River Downwarp" by V.R.D. Kirkhajn in the "Journal of

Geology", Vol. 39 - 1931.

"Geology and Water Resources of the Snake River Plains" by

T. C. Russell - U.S.G.S. W. S. P. 199 - 1902.

Other studies have been made of the geological features of

the Snake River basin said the State of Idaho has from time to time added

to the information available in geological reports said water supply studies.

As these studies were made, various interpretations were assigned

to the known facts to fit the existing conditions. Along the existing

Snake River canyon the stratification is exposed and in this area the

sequence of the many volcanic depositions can be definitely established,

but back away from the river only the surface indications are available.

During the years the study of the surface water supplies and a

less complete investigation of the ground water movements have gradually

drawn a picture of the conditions under the Snake River plain. This

picture is, at this time, by no way complete, and there is still a wide

variation in the interpretations as postulated by the various "experts".

During the work-up of this report this author has gradually

developed a picture of the region which is a composite assely of the

data presented by the various authors made to fit with the physical

features and conditions observed during the reconnaissance. In its

main respects it conforms closely to the interpretations of some of

the authors, in other respects it varies quite widely.
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The general picture, in which all agree, is that prior to the

volcanic activity in the Snake valley the Snake River ran in a much mere

direct route from Heise, where it emerges from the Wyoming mountains, to

King H1].1, at which point they believe the channel location is still the

same. Above and below King Hill the lavas have so covered and obliterated

the channel that, with the present information the old channel location

can only be postulated. All of the writers interested themselves in the

area above King Hill as that is the area in which the irrigation develop-

merits were encountering difficulty with the geological formations. The

irrigation of the Itountain Home area may develop similar problems in the

area downstream but it is not anticipated,as some of the basic indications

are absent in this area, such as disappearing streams and large springs.

All writers agree in that the lava flows crowded the Snake out

I

of its channel and forced it to cut a new channel to the south to the

location of the present channel. Just how far south of the old channel

this is, is the moot question. One author pictures this movement as being

a series of moves in which the river was given the time between volcanic

disturbances to out itself a new channel each time only to be displaced

farther south by a new eruption which again filled its channel. He

uses these old channels as the course of the water which feeds the many

springs along the river between American Lake and the vioinity of Buhi

above the Thousand Springs and Hagerman valley areas where the largest

springs emerge.
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Stearns postulated the old channel as lying north of the present

channel and that it joined the present channel in the Hagerman area.

This old channel he believes to be the feeder for the Hagerivan valley

springs and the Thousand Springs and that throughout its course it lies

at no great distance to the north of the present channel. The supposition

is that this channel feeds -the marty springs in the present canyon through

low lips on the south edge of the old canyon acting as spillways. If

this channel were only a short distance back the springs should emerge

.t progressively lower elevations in downstream order. This is not the

case, and the only logical explanation is that the old channel is at a

much greater distance to the north than postulated 80 that the course of

the spring channels between the spiliway lips and their discharge points

control the spring outlet elevations and not the elevation of the spiil-

way lips.

As the irrigation developments were made in the north side

Twin Falls area it was noted that the application of water to the lands,

vehich was made in blocks proceeding downstream, affected only the springs

adjacent to the irrigated area or immediately downstream and that the

lower springs were not affected. This would indicate that only the spring

channels crossed under the irrigated area and not the main channel. The

flows in Sand Springs, Thousand Springs and Hagerman valley were not in-

creased until the irrigation developments reached the Shoshone-Gooding

area.

Ground water studies were not made prior to the irrigation de-

velopments so a nntural ground water condition cannot be obtained.
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Crandall has made a very thorough study of the ground water since the

irrigation era using the data as they became available. These studies

extended over the years from 1922 to 1937 and the results are published

in several reports.

The available data are quite adequate in some areas and the

ground water conditions are definitely established. In other areas the

information is sketchy and. the findings subject to more than one inter-

pretation. In yet other areas data are entirely lacking.

The ground water conditions under the irrigated areas from

the Mud Lake area, all along the' river and around to the Shoshone-

Gooding areas are quite definitely known as the many wells in the area

locate the ground water surface at enough points to determine its boa-

tion &nd slope. In the area to the north of this loop the information

for absolute determination is lacking. One series of wells along the

railroad from Blackfoot to Mackay show that the water table conforms to

that known to exist under the irrigated areas along the river to as far

north as Cerro Grande. To the north of this point wells drilled did not

reach the ground water, although one of them was drilled toa depth of

1700 feet.

Cerro Grande is a way station on the railroad and is located

about a mile to the north of a line connecting Big Southern Butte and

Middle Butte 16 miles to the northeast. These two buttes, as well as

East Butte, L. miles east of Middle Butte, are the tops of three mountains

that existed prior to the volcanic era that filled the Snake basin and

caused the river shift. They are composed of the more ancient rhyolites
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that are so predominant in the Yellowstone Park region and in the mountains

east of Blackfoot. Big Southern Butte rises about 2500 feet above the

lava plains to an elevation of' 7576. Middle Butte and East Butte (which

are locally called East and West Twin Buttes) rise to 6391i. feet and 6605

feet respectively. These buttes rise up above the lava plain like islands

out of the sea. They were, in fact, islands at one time but the sea was

molten rook. There are no indications of either the eastern or western

extension of the range to which these three peaks were a part, but one

author places the most probable eastern extension as continuing east

across what is now the Snake valley near Idaho Falls or Blaokfoot and.

connecting with the still present mountains east of Blackfoot. If this

were true, the range was low in this area and it has been completely

covered by the later lavas and the still later alluvium deposited by the

rivers, but there is no indication of the continuation of the range

toward Yellowstone Park. To the westward the later voloanios completely

covered the range and. no rhyolites are in evidence anywhere in the region.

Considering all the evidence, this writer has plaoed the pre-

historic channel of the Snake as continuing northwest from Raise, cross-

ing possibly a little to the north of Roberts, slightly south of Mud

Lake and westerly to the sinks of' Big Lost River and Birch Creek; thence

southwesterly passing somewhat south of Aroo, under the Craters of the

Moon area, somewhere close to Pagan, to turn westerly and pass north of

Shoshone and Gooding to enter the valley that Clover Creek now occupies

to rejoin the present Snake ohannel at King Hill, not at Hagernan valley.

At that time the Portneu.f (carrying the Bear River water) and the Raft,
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as well as other southern drainages, ran in a parallel valley from the

vicinity of Pocatello to join the Snake somewhere in the Shoshone-Gooding

area. These two valleys were separated by the old. mountain range of

which Old Southern, Middle and East Buttes were a part. The Snake now

occupies this southern valley in part.

Clover Creek valley is too large a valley to be attributed to a

stream as small as Clover Creek and atone time it was much larger than

it now is. Great deposits of gravel and sand as well as lake bed deposits

have choked the valley down to possibly a third of its former size and it

still is a very large valley for such a snll creek. The indications are

that at some time it carried a very much larger volume of water.

Stearna, in hi analysis of the sequence of volcanic flows in

the Snake Basin, placed the Shoshone axidesites that make the drop at

.

Shoshone Falls among the earliest, if not the earliest, volcanic action

in the Snake basin. These andesites are exposed only in the vicinity of

the falls and for just the width of the canyon. At this point, if a trend

could be determined, they appear to extend in a northwest, southeast

direction. In a search for the source of the andesite, it was discovered

that a butte whioh is an old crater, located about 9 miles northwest of

Gooding, consisted of essentially the same material, but Stearns hesitated

to state that it was the source of the Shoshone Falls flow. This butte

is located in the area of the upper extension of Clover Creek valley and

would be on the line of this writer's postulated ohanel.



.

If this eruption dammed the Snake and an arm of the flow extended

up the valley of the southern tributaries, (its location would therefore

necessarily be at 'the site of the present Shoshone Falls) the results would

go far toward explaining some of the otherwise obscure phenomena. Such a

dam would create a lake in the Shoshone-Gooding area which would spill to

the southwest into the Ragerman valley-Thousand Springs area. During

this time the channels now feeding the Hagerman-Thousand Springs area

could have been out. The later volcanic activity which plugged this

channel and filled the lake could have caused the stream to overflow at

other points to erode the channels now feeding the up river springs, or

more logically, these up river springs could be fed by the underground

flow of the southern tributaries Portneuf underground water is pretty

well accounted for in the Portneuf Springs which rise to the surface below

Pocatello. A measured flow of about iIoo second foot is discharged by

these springs into American Lake. The flow of the Raft River is not

accounted for. Stearns traced the underground flow in the Raft valley to

Idahome at which point ho assumed that it turned to the westward and

passed under the present channel of the Snake to join the flow in the

ancient Snake channel. With the ancient channel located north of the

ancient mountain range this would be impossible. Under the assumption

that the Raft underground water remains in its own ancient channel, and

that the present Snake channel cuts this ancient course at points between

American Falls and Shoshone Falls, the existence of the springs in this

reach could be logically accounted for.
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Apparently there was a considerable lapse of time between the

initial andesite eruption and the later eruptions that so completely

obliterated the ancient landscape. During this time the lake formed must

have extended up the old canyon to the Ilejee-Roberts area and the main

flow of the Snake continued dawn its old channel, through the lake and

discharged through the Hagerman area. The Heise-Roberts cone, formed

by the discharge of eroded materials out o the Wyoming mountains must

have been formed at this time. The cone extended as far west as Mud Lake

and the materials grade unifon1y in that direction. The coarser gravels

are deposited near the mouth of the canyon, the sands farther out, the

coarser lake bed silts and fine sands in the Roberts area and the finer

more impervious silts as far west as Mud Lake. These finer silts account

for the perohed water table condition at Market Lake and Mud Lake. The

canyon below this fan evident ly remained open until filled by the later

volcanic action and it must have been filled with large bloo1r materials

that left very large water passages as indicated by the abrupt fall in

the ground water at this point. This later volcanic action must also

have been responsible for the rise in the water surface or down warping

of the southern valley that diverted the Snake into the Portneuf valley.

The erosion of the present Snake channel through Idaho Falls and Blaokfoot

to join the flow of the Portneuf in the vicinity of Pooatello followed.

The final filling and obliteration of the ancient canyon was

accomplished by the eruptions in the Craters of the Moon area which were

the last of the many volcanic eruptions in the valley. These lavas are

classed as very recent and they extend as far west as the area north of

Shoshone.
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That the course of the old canyon must be westward from Mud

Lake to the Shoshone-Gooding area is attested to by the ground water

data now known. In the Shoshone-Gooding area enough wells have been

drilled to establish the ground water surface under the entire area ex-

tending well up to the foothills to the north. In this area the ground

water surface is a uniformly sloping plain toward the discharge points

in the Hagerman valley-Thousand Springs area. In the eastern edge of

this area the underground flow from the old Snake channel and the flow

paralleling the present Snake channel must intersect. Above this point

the surface elevations of the two flows must diverge as the flow along

the present Snake channel rises quite uniformly as is indicated by the

many wells in -the irrigated area. These flows must be separated by the

buried mountain range between the two ancient valleys. The indications

are that the ground water south of the range stands a thousand feet or

more abave the ground water in the northern valley in the vicinity south-

east of Arco, 80 miles northeast of the Shoshone area. No wells have been

drilled in the area west of Arco along the route of this postulated canyon

so the ground water elevations are not kno. The existence of such a

canyon, though, can scarcely be doubted as with the ground water standing

high all the way around it the only outlet possible would be to theist

and southwest into the Shoshone-Gooding area.

The ground water flows in the Mud Lake region have been traced

to where they start to cascade into this low ground water area. A

cascade in the Snake River ground water was found south of Mud Lake,

the Mud Lake water starts a cascade under the lake and Medicine Lodge
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Creek starts its cascade 7 or 5 miles northwest of Mud Lake, The indicated

slopes all show flaws heading for the point, where Big Lost River and Birch

Creek surface flaws finally sink. Conceivably this point is direotly

aver the old buried canyon at the downstream extension of the silt dam

built by the Snake.

That this old canyon below the Birch Creek sinks must be filled

with very porous materials is attested to by the fact that the ground

water is so low in the area in spite of the amount of water fed into the

area. Besides the ground water flaws mentioned above, the area receives

the surface flows out of Medicine Lodge Creek, Birch Creek, Big and Little

Lost Rivers and a large percentage of the flows out of Big and Little

Wood Rivers. The canyon acts as an effective trap on all water that

descends to the plain from the southern slopes of all the adjacent

northern mountains. The Wood Rivers are the only streamsthat are sue-

cessful in maintaining a surface flow to join the Snake and this flow

is only a fraction of the water originating in their drainage areas.

Under the assumption that the old andesite butte still dams the

ancient channel, there will be the remnants of an underground lake under

the Shoshone-Gooding area which is receiving the f low from the old Snake

canyon and. is feecu.ng the various channels that lead to the spring out-

lats in the Thousand Sprixigs.-Hagerman valley areas.

This interpretation is "one man's opinion", but all of the many

pieces of the puzzle seem to drop into place for this hypothesis even to

the existence of the Raft Lake bed deposits, which would be in the head

of the lake formed by the andesite flow and the conformity with the



lIagerman lake bed deposits which came later and partially filled the

Clover Creek valley.

Existing developments. - Little use is made of the Snake River

water that flows in the river channel below Mimer Dam except at the

power plants. Plants have been constructed at Swan Falls, Lower Salmon

Falls, Upper Salmon Falls and Dolman Rapids, Shoshone Falls and Twin Falls.

we other plants have their power houses in the canyon, but use tributary

water for the headwater supply. These are the Idaho Power plants at

Thousand Springs4and the Malad Plant at the mouth of the Malad River.

Seven small irrigation districts along the Snake between

Hanmiett and Marsing pump water from the Snake. They are: (1) Indian

Cove, irrigating 1006 acres on a 47-foot lift; (2) West Indian Cove,

435 acres on a 63-foot lift; (3) Bennett Bros., 150 acres on a 50-foot

lift; (4) Shoo Fly Ranch, 500 acres at about 90 feet; (5) Snake River

(north bank opposite Grand View), 3,626 acres at a 100-foot lift;

(6) Grand View, 5,470 acres at a 48-foot lift (only partial pump); and

(7) Reynolds, 917 acres at 48 feet. All of these districts have tro1e

meeting their obligations, as the poer costs are excessive. (See

"Report on Small Irrigation Districts along the Snake5, March 1942.)

Below Marsing the Gem Irrigation District was initiated and

operated for many years as a pump district and pumped water from the Snake.

The area of the initial project was 27,770 acres and they pumped from two

pump houses, one at the upper end of the district at Marsing, and the

other near the lower end of the district at the State Line. They pumped

to distribution canals at four levels requiring lifts of i6o, 92, 90,
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and 60 feet. 1hen the Ovyhee project was built, the Roswell canal was

constructed and it now supplies this district and additional lands in the

vicinity with a gravity supply from the 0vyhee.

Four syphons cross the Snake. The King Hill ditch carries Malad

River water across the Snake to the south side and a part of it recrosses

the Snake again in a syphon at Glenns Ferry. A small syphon crosses the

river on the Slick Brothers bridge near Haxnmett arid another small one

carries Sproat Springs water from the east to west side of the river at

Wilson.

The railroad and highway bridges are the only other improve-

ments in the river.

Possible developments. - ith the Hells Canyon pooi established

at elevation 2075 the Union Pacific railroad crossing of the Snake at

the mouth of the Burnt River will be in trouble and. will require revision.

This pool will extend to within a few miles of Weiser.

View upstream at the mouth of the canyon
near Guffey Darn Site
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From here to the mouth of the next canyon, 8 miles above Wilson,

no development will be possible unless the stream is considered for river

navigation, iit which case a channel rectification project would aid rrter-

lally but probably could not be justified.

At Mile 13.6 on the existing river survey, which is 96 miles

above Weiser, the Guff'ey d site was selected by the U.S.G.S.

The ruffoy dam site is not a good site for a dem of any height,

but it is the first point above Weiser where a dam could be built. The

canyon walls narrow in but are still a mile or more apart. The valley

floor does not show bed rock at any place, although it is believed to cross

the canyon at no great depth below the river bed. The benches on either

-------=-

G-uffey Dam Site fr the railroad
bridge. View upstream.
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side of the channel appear to be a mass of lava bombs scattered pre-

dominantly over the entire area. At places they are piled in big

windrows as if so placed by man.

It would require a dam 37 feet high to elevation 2290 to back

water to the taliwater at Swan Falls. It is believed that this site would

be adequate for such a dam. Its purpose could be only for power develop-

nient, as it would not elevate the water high enough to reach the niain

part of the Wilson irrigated district now supplied by pumps and the

Sproat Springs syphon.

Flowage problems in the reservoir would be practically non-

existent. One ranch was observed in the canyon and that is only one and

one half miles below Swan Falls and would not be materially damaged by

Ranch below Swan Falls. View down-
stream from east canyon wall.
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the pooi in that area as the bench on which it is located lies above

elevation 2300. The road in the canyon past the reservoir site is a

poor one indeed and can be replaced at a higher elevation on the talus

slopes by one pass with a bulldozer. No highways, railroads, or water

diversions are involved.

The Swan Falls site, located at mile 21t of the river survey,

offers a possibility for a dani of limited height only. It is located in

a canyon 730 feet deep from the east rim to river level. At the falls

the vertical walls in the higher portion are about L000 feet apart.

The walls widen both above and below the falls, but the narrowest point

is about 2 miles upstream where the walls are about 2000 feet apart.

Foundation and abutment conditions do not appear favorable at this point.

present plant of the Idaho Power Company is built on the

remains of a broken ledge of basalt that extended part way across the

river under the more recent flows that form the canyon walls. This rock

The Swan Falls Power Plant looking downstream
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was riot continuous and the last three units of the power house are founded

on a greenish colored shale.

The present pl&nt consists of a power house built in the river

and forming the eastern end of the darn and a spillway in the western half

of the river. The power house has an installed capacity of 10,000 k.w.

in 10 - 1000 k.w. units operating on a 15-foot head. Their output feeds

into the general distribution system of the Idaho Power Company, whose

interconnecting transmission line vdth the up river plants crosses the

river at that point.

The canyon at this point is the product of the outpourings of

Sinker Butte that sits on and forms the western rim of the canyon.

iew across the canyon above the Swan Falls Plant,
looking at Sinker Butte.



This old volcano, although now eroded down into an inoffensive appear-

ing, low flat-topped circular butte, evidently was in violant eruption

at several times in its geological history. The canyon walls tel]. much

of the story.

It appears that the lava flows dammed the river in this canyon

roach many times and at many elevations. There are indications that at

one time the river channel may have run to the west of the butte as there

is a well defined channel showing in the western canyon wall now com-

pletely filled with baked sands, gravels and cinders and capped with

later lava flows and rubble. klso in the western wall somewhat north

and downstream from the center of the butte there is a vertical contact

line. Upstream from this contact, the layers of sands, ravels, cinders

and basalts lie in horizontal layers. Below, or downstream, the massive

basalt appears continuous from top to bottom, at least this is true until

View upstream through canyon bovo an Falls
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the talus slope at the toe obscures the stratification. It is believed

that rio suitable abutments can be secured on this canyon wall upstream

of the vertical contact line as the material, although baked in place,

is not believed to be suitable for dam abutments. In the eastern canyon

wall the stratification can be observed for about the upper L1.00 feet.

Here the layers are nearly horizontal and consist of alternate layers of

basalt interspersed with layers of silts or sands. ma lowest of the

observable sand layers is at about elevation 2800 and is about L,.o feet

thiok. It is baked in place, but is easily crumbled. Below this sand

layer is an immense talus slope into which the cross dyke of basalt,

upon 'which the Swan Falls plant is built, disappears.

The site is not believed to be reliable for a high dam both

in respect to foundation conditions and to the possibility of the water

finding another route out through some of its prehistoric channels.

It 'will require a dam iLo feet high, 'which will raise the water

to elevation 2L1.30, to back water back to the Crane Falls site, the next

possibility upstream. It is believed 'that this is as high as should be

considered for a dam at Swan Falls. Whether or not even this much dam

is feasible can only be determined by an extensive foundation exploration.
)

I -_tj.. i5- t

The &xis for the new dam is thought to be a few hundred feet

upstream from the existing daia. This also can be proved only by the drills.

The reservoir above the Swan Falls darn will be quite extensive.

To elevation 2L.30 it will cover about 27,000 acres and contain about

1,500,000 acre feet of water. It will inundate most, if not all, of the

Grand View, Snake River, Shoe Fly Ranch and Bennett Brothers irrigated

36k
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lands, and require the removal of the town of Grand View. The irrigated

lands involved total 97L1.6 acres, but much of it is now marginal due to

drainage end alkali conditions. All of the di8tricts are in difficulty

due to high power charges for pumping. This acreage and much more can be

replaced with higher lands above that now irrigated where drainage con-

di.tion will be improved and alkali conditions not so bad. An area for

100 feet in elevation above the Swan Falls pool can be irrigated by

gravity from the Crane Falls dam above. There will be somewhere near

28,000 acres of this land, a large portion of which will be irrigable.

The situation should be studied.

Other than the above land problem the only flowage problem will

be the road crossing to the present site of Grand View. This location

will become untenable and a new crossing must be provided. It appears

that a crossing on the Crane Falls darn will serve the dual purpose of

crossing the Swan Falls and Crane Falls pools and eliminate one road

crossing.

The Castle Site: A dam across the Snake at Castle Butte, just

upstream from the mouth of Castle Creek at River Mile 37, has been sug-

gested, based upon the topography shown on the Bisuka Quadrangle Sheet.

This sheet is an 1890 reoozuiajssance map and the information thereon

appears to be in error along this reach of the river. The quadrangle

sheet indicates a narrowing of the river valley to canyon proportions

in the area when in fact it is a rather wide valley-. A dana here would

be about a mile long if it could be built at all. The foundation and

abuent conditions do not appear to be good. Castle Butte is an old
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Two monoliths west of the mouth
of Castle Creek

View of Castle Butte from the northwest looking
across Castle Creek
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Panorama of the Snake River valley at Castle Butte.
View upstream. from the south bank.

volcanic cone and its fonaations are quite generally broken. The river

plain shows no rook foundations and it is suspected that the drills would

reveal a considerable depth of lake bed material before solid foundations

would be encountered. The north wall is obscred by a giant talus slope

which covers in part the lake bed deposits. Low saciles exist to the

south of the buttes which would limit the structure to a low dam.

Further consideration for a dam at this site is not recommended.

The Crane Falls site is in the canyon above the mouth of the

Bruneau, and below the mouth of Rattlesnake Creek, at Mile 73 of the

19)14. river survey. The river drops over a series of three rapids which

are called -the Falls. The river elevation of the middle rapid, which

has the greater fall of the three, is 2L4.32. The canyon in which they

are located is about L4.00 feet deep and some 3000 feet between the

-
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Crane Falls panorama. View upstream from south bank.

vertical basalt cliffs that form the upper portion of the canyon walls.

The lower portion of the cliffs on either side are obscured by talus

slopes. Bed rock shows in the river at the middle and upper rapids

and at the middle one at least appears to be continuous all the way

across, This may be true at the upper rapid also, but is not so

readily apparent. It appears that at the points under consideration

the river is running over, or in a shallow canyon cut in, a flow of

older basalts and that the canyon walls are formed by flows of more

recent origin. The contacts between the two would be somewhat above

the river bed and are obscured by the talus slopes.

It is believed that this site is adequate for a dam up to

210 feat high, but the contact zone may require special treatment to

reduce the leakage. Some leakage out of the reservoir is to be
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Crane Falls Site

Diagonal view upstream through the
preferredaxis. View looking northeast.

Looking across from south to north
at preferred axis.



Crane Falls Site

Crane Falls Upper Rapid. View
looking diagonally across and
upstream from south bank.

View looking upstream from the
preferred axis showing irrigation
intake that supplies the Bennett

Irrigation District.



expected as the basalts that form the canyon walls are more or less

porous. This is not expected to be excessive up to the height rec-

on,mended.

The Crane Falls site has been subject to more or less cursory

exernination by irrigation interests for many years, but no record can be

found that the site was ever truly exaiined. Several years ago the Gem

Irrigation District started to construct a power dam to generate power

to reduce their irrigation pumping costs. For some unknown reason they

chose the lower of the three falls for their axis and started con-

struction without foundation investigation. They built a section of

the left abutment, a concrete wing L4D0 feet long and about Lj. feet wide

on top. This wing is probably about 6 or 8 feet tall at the bank end

:

:

The concrete wing wall constructed
at the lower rapid. View looking
west (downstream).



.
and 30 or 35 feet tall at the river end. It nearly parallels the river

course, heading downstream. This wall is thought to be founded upon the

extension of the bed rock that shows up so well at the middle rapid.

At this point (according to Carter of the Reclamation Bureau) they ran

out of bed rock and after extensive excavation abandoned the project.

There is still evidence of the excavation he referred to, and to a

start at excavation on the north shore, but why they ever chose this

site for an axis is riot apparent. There is rio bed rock in sight any-

where and the abutment conditions are not good. However, if they had

changed their te of dam to a rock filled crib, they could have com-

pleted the dam for no more head than they were striving for, regardless

of foundation conditions. The project has the appearance of somebody's

promotion scheme or a "sell-out" for which the irrigation diStrict farmers

footed the bill.

At the preferred site at the middle rapid the river is about

500 feet wide, which is probably as narrow as at any place in the canyon.

The basalt walls are 3000 or more feet apart. The bed rock that shows

in the river bed rises from the water's edge but is soon obscured by the

talus slopes. A survey and foundation exploration would be required

to determine the profile of the dam.
\ \( \\

The 210-foot dam suggested would form a pool with its water

surface at elevation 26Li0, and impound 5,000,000 or 6,000,000 acre feet.

(Muldrow's curve places the storage for this elevation at L,800,000

acre feet and Bruce's curve shows 6,800,000. Both curves are approxi-

mations as the topography is lacking in the area.) The pool created
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would place 100 feet of water over Hwnmett and lesser amounts over Glenns

Ferry and King Hill. It would inundate several miles of the Union Pacific

main line and of U. S. Highway No. 30. It would wipe out the West Indian

Cove and Indian Cove irrigation districts and inundate a large portion of

the King Hill District. The headwater would reach upstream to the Bliss

site. It would be a rather expensive reservoir, but in terms of the

storage units the cost for such a large storage will probably figure

quite reasonable.

A storage of this magnitude here can possibly serve for the

main regulation of the Snake throughout the rest of its course. It

will serve to stabilize the flow downstream for the power and naviga-

tion interests, but will be of comparatively small value to Idaho for

irrigation purposes, as it is at too low an elevation to get the water

to the large tracts of irrigable land on the benches to the north of

the river by gravity or by pumping without exoessive cost. On the south

side approximately 27,000 acres can be irrigated by gravity flows below

the pool drawdown and possibly tvice this much by pumping to limited

heights. This will more than' replace the irrigated areas inundated.

The county road system in the reservoir will be quite ef-

fectively interrupted. The road up from Grand View to Hammett will be

inundated for miles. State Highway No. 51 which now crosses the river

on the Loveridge Bridge 6 miles above the dam site will have to be

relocated, probably to cross the dam. Three other bridges cross the

Snake, one at Indian Cove, one at Glenna Ferry, and. one at King Hill,

all of which will be inundated by the pool. Considerable study 'will be

required to replace this access.



The Bliss dam site, from information furnished by Carter of

the Reclanation Bureau, was first proposed by a private engineer by the

name of Lyman. He proposed a dam here to be 510 feet high, up to eleva-

tion 3150, which would back water upstream to Pillar Falls and impound

only 675,000 acre feet of active storage. Mr. Carter said that the

Bureau had made no studies of the proposal and had not given it any

serious consideration as yet.

If such a dam were possible of accomplishment, it would drown

out the Malad power plant, the power plants at Lower and Upper Salmon

Falls end the Thousand Springs power installation. It would inundate the

Hagerman valley and -the town of klagerman and require a major revision

in Highway No. 30 between Bli8s and Buhl. This is only a partial list

of the flowage problems.

Bliss Dam Site from upstream
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An examination of the dam site area did not reveal any location

where such a darn could be constructed. The location of Lyman's axis is

rather indeterminate, His proposal for height and pool elevation locates

it at the point where the river gradient is at 2614.0. This Is at River

Mile 131.7 of the l9iI. survey. Carter said he thought it was at a point

where the north rim was closest to the river. These two points are about

1* miles apart, the latter being upstream. The basia conditions are

similar throughout the entire stretch. The river crowds the north side

and runs in a narrow inner canyon some 100 or more feet deep below the

main valley floor which is about a mile wide. The valley floor is cul-

tivated in places, covered with sage brush In others and is cut by two

or more lesser inner canyons paralleling and eventually joining the river

cut. These inner canyons reveal the older basalts 'which form the river

bed and the bench that forms the main valley floor. Up to the elevation

of the top of the bench the site is reliable and at least two places exist

where danslOO feet high could be constructed very cheaply.

Above the valley floor elevation conditions are very different.

The north wall is a volcanic cinder bank which in no way could provide

a right abutment. At the upper location these cinders extend all the

way down to river level but both upstream and dcranstream the older basalts

outcrop on this cinder wall 100 or more feet above the river level.

No place was obserd where this right bank could provide a stable abut-

ment at elevations above the main valley floor. The hill to the south,

which must form the left abutment, was not examined after the conditions

along the right bank were observed. This southern hill is thought to be
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Bliss Dam Site

View downstream and
across at cinder
formation in right
abutment

View upstream show-
ing left bank of in-
ner canyon, bench
and hill that would
be the left abut-
ment

View upstream at
lower elevations
of right abutment



of lake bed material capped with a thin layer of basalt. This material

is generally quite water-tigit and by extensive precautions might be made

to serve as an abutment. It is believed that the north side could not be

made water-tight no matter how much effort was expended to make the dam

secure. Again, if it were possible to build the dam, Lyman1s proposal

would still be quite ambitious. The dam would approach the proportions

of the Grand Coulee Dam in size and cost. A dam of this magnitude for

a storage of 675,000 acre feet could in no way be justified.

The site, however, particularly the lower axis, is a good site

for about a 100-foot power drop. If Crane Falls is bult to elevation

26)40, the tailwater of this Bliss axis will coincide with the Crane Falls

pool. A dau 93 feet high to elevation 2733 will raise the water to the

tailwater of the Malad power plant, or one 105 feet high to elevation

27)45 will meet the tailwater of the Lower Salmon Falls plant. This

Lower Salmon Falls

This ?



latter proposition would take 12 feet off the head at the Malad plant and

submerge the existing power house. This 18 not considered to be serious

as the plant is small and the 12 feet gained in the Snake flow will more

than replace that lost in the Malad River flow. Either of these dams

are believed to be feasible and easily justified when the power can be

used.

Flowage problems for this power dam will be practically non-

existent. No irrigated lands will be inundated as the pooi will be con-

tained in the inner canyon below the valley floor. The road bridge below

Bliss will require revision and, other than the Malad plant, will be the

only flowage problem.

Thousand Springs site. - Muidrow, in a study of the possibilities

of storage in the reach above Bliss, set forth the possibilities of a

storage and diversion dam in the vicinity of Thousand Springs. One axis

was postulated below the outlet of Thousand Springs, another about 3500

feet upstream from them.

Thousand Springs sibe - view downstream
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The geology of the area was studied by Stev:rnsof the U.S.G.S.

and reported on in Water Supply Paper No. 771i.. Fr this information

Muidrow constructed geological profiles of both axes. The upper ap-

pears. to be the more favorable. Here the river valley plain is about

1000 feet wide and it is about 2500 feet between the rims at maxinum

pooi elevation of 3150. The river is at elevation 2882 and is flowing

Tipper Thousand Springs axis - view
upstream across the mouth of Sand
Springs Creek

in a remnant of the Hagerinan Lake bed materials which would have to be

removed to secure foundations. The main river canyon in the reach is

cut in the relatively impervious Banbury basalts, which, it is hoped,

can be made the contacts for the dam not oniy for the foundations but

for both abutments. On the north canyon wall is found a remnant of
Js+ ljLit+C. i bf-fo .4-c
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the later Sand Springs basalt flow plastered against the side of the canyon

indicating that the Sand Springs flow at least partially filled the Snake

canyon at one time but has since been removed. This remnant would have

to be cut through to insure water-tightness in the contact tone between

the Sand Springs and Banbury flows. On the south side the Banbury basalts

outcrop to well above the pooi elevation required. On the north side this

flow is obscured. "uldrow optimistically postulates the Banhury basalts

as rising to the north away from the river to the desired elevation of

3150. This condition is not apparent in the field and may be found to be

entirely different when explored by the drills.

Muldrow's proposed pool will require a dam 268 feet high at.

the upper site between river level and elevation 3150 and the pool will

extend back upstream 28 miles to tailwater at Pillar Falls at River Mile

181, the same as the Lyman proposal for the Bliss Dam. It will involve

a much less flowage problem, however. The main highway (U. S. 30) passes

View upstream at Pillar Falls from
the south rim.
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Sand Springs

Vj dovnstream
over East Cove

View upstream at
the confluence of
the flows from
the 3 main springs
in the east cove

Looking down into
one of the spring
vents in east cove



C
through the site on the south shore and would require revision. This would

be comparatively short as this road climbs out of the canyon up Salmon

Falls creek, two miles above the axis. There area few small farms on

the canyon floor that would be inundated arid some road crossing bridges

that would require revision. There are no power developments or main

irrigation diversions in the area of the pool.

The main question regarding the site is its ability to retain

the water impounded. Will it stay behind the dam or will it find under-

ground channels around the dam to the north and add to the flow at

Thousand Springs? Many springs burst from the north canyon wall in the

reservoir area and the placing of a head against some of these might con-

ceivably reverse the flow and force the water through their channels to

add to the flow of the Thousand and Iagerxnan valley springs.

Studies by Crandall and Stearns of the ground water conditions

indicate that such a liability does not exist until the vicinity of

Sand Springs is reached. These springs emerge from basalt flows at

about elevation 3130 in a cove back from the north canyon rim about a

mile upstream from the upper axis. The springs upstream, many of them,

emerge at elevations lower than this indicating that their water supply

is not closely related to the Sand Springs flaw. The question arises,

is the Sand Springs flow related to the Thousand Springs flow, some of

'shose outlets emerge at elevations from L.o to 50 feet lower than Sand

Springs? Would the placing of a 20-foot head against these springs

reverse their flow and furnish an outlet into the Thousand Springs

channel?
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Steams and Crandall have postulated a deep prehistoric channel

of the Snake River lying north of the present Snake River canyon and

somewhat parallel to it, vhioh has been completely obliterated by the basalt

flows. They picture this channel as being filled with fairly pervious

basalt flaws containing large water passages in the basalts and along

the contact zones, and that this old channel leads into the Thousand

Springs and Hagerman areas. They postulate that the springs upstream

from the Thousand Springs area are fed by low spots in this old canyon

wall acting as spiliways and that each drains off a portion of the flow

from this main hidden canyon. Under such a postulation the springs should

emerge at progressively lower elevations as they proceed downstream. This

is not the case as Sand Springs emerge much higher than many of the springs

upstream arid are many. feet lower than some of the springs in the Thousand

Springs group.

This variation in elevations of outlets would seem to indicate

that the old buried canyon lies much farther north -than has been supposed

and that the blocking of this channel by the several lava flows forced

the river to out many channels south from this.oanyon from time to time

and which themselves were later filled by the basalt flows, to be still

later cross-cut by the present Snake River canyon. These channels now

act as ducts for the springs but their water supply control may be many

miles back from the present canyon rim, an the elevations at which the

spring waters emerge be no reliable indication as to the height to which

water can be securely stored against them.
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Several points in evidence tend to confirm such an interpretation.

When the north side Twin Falls and Gooding areas were placed under irriga-

tion it was developed in definite areas, in blocks, starting with the up-

stream areas. It was noted that the placing of water on these lands in-

creased the flows in the springs that discharged in the local areas irri-

gated only and that the flows of springs only a short distance downstream

were not increased. This was interpreted as indicating that there were

impervious ridges lying under the surface which impeded the flow of the

ground water in directions parallel to the Snake canyon. It could just

as well indicate the presence of the cross channel ducts postulated above.

Again it appears to be confirmed at Sand Spring itself. These springs

emerge in about five mein outlets in a cove at the base of a basalt face

some L.o or 50 feet high. One of those outlets is at the eastern edge

of the cove and two enter from the north in this same part of the cove.

These three outlets are about 100 feet apart. A fourth outlet emerges

from the base of the cliff 200 or 300 feet to the west and the fifth some

300 feet farther west. The flows of all five soon join and tble to the

Snake in a beautiful cascade. A portion of the flow is intercepted and

carried in a flume and pipe line to the Thousand Springs power plant collect-

ing flume and a portion of it is used for irrigation on a small farm on

the canyon floor. An enterprising farmer wanting to irrigate some higher

land constructed a dam below the outlet of the western spring, abutting

the earth fill to the cliff between the fourth and. fifth outlets. This

abutment is only a few feet west of the fourth outlet. He placed a

.
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Daxn at West Spring
of the Sand Springs

Group

Looking west across
spring cove at the
west spring dam.

The dam across the
outlet of the west
spring. View look-
ing southwest.

The discharge through
the dam. This is
total flow of the
west spring.
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corrugated pipe with a hand controlled gate at the original outlet level

and led his irrigation ditch off to the west some 18 or 20 feet above

the spring level. He can divert the entire flow of this spring by com-

pletely closing the gate or pass It down its old channel when not wanted

by opening it. It was In the latter position at the time observed, but

the pool was full.

This darn raises the water surface against this spring outlet to

somewhere near elevation 3150, the desired height of Muidrow's pool.

There was no indication that its flow was being robbed by the Thousand

Springs flow, a mile and a half away, or even by its companion spring only

a few feet away from the left abutment.

The discharge from the fifth outlet was 25 or 30 second feet

and of the entire spring some 80 to 100 second feet at the time observed.

This evidence would seem to indicate that a darn at Muldrow's

upper axis is entirely feasible, although it may take special treatment

to Insure against leakage between the darn and the Sand Springs outlet.

At most this could require a thin concrete curtain wall between the end

of the darn at the left abutment and the impervious western wall of the

Sand Springs flow. This could not be over 30 or L.o feet high nor over

a mile long. The drills will probably prove this to be much less, or

possibly not necessary at all.

This Thousand Springs dam would be quito a large darn in itself

but in comparison to Lyman's Bliss proposal it appears small. It will

have less than one fourth the volume of the Bliss darn and will impound
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somewhat over half the active storage proposed by Lyman. It has the

distinct advantage of appearing to be a feasible project while the

Lyman proposal does not.

If the Hagerman Lake bed materials are satisfactory for earth

dean construction, that type of material is available in great quantity,

but it is the only such materia1 in the vicinity. Sands, gravels and

rook (basalt) are all available near the site.

Summary. - It appears that the feasible development of this

section of the Sn4ke would consist of the following: (1) No improve-

ments in the section from Weiser to the Guffey dean site unless stream

navigation is considered; (2) build the Guffey dam to elevation 2290;

(3) raise Swan Falls darn to elevation 2Li3Oj (Li.) construct Crane Falls

to elevation 26Li.0; (5) construct a power drop atrthe Bliss site to

elevation 27Li.5, the tailwater of Lower Salmon Falls; (6) leave the

Salmon Falls and Thousand Springs power plants undisturbed; and

(7) construct the Thousand Springs darn on the upper axis to elevation

10/ ,
d4/; /35 I

/
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Above this point the Shoshono Falls, Twin Falls and Mimer

dean power plants utilize 373 feet of the 961. feet of fall available in

the river. Most of this unused fall (580 feet) lies in the 21.5 mile

reach between Mimer dam and the headwaters of the Twin Falls plant

and it also can be utilized for power development if the water is

available. Low deans with flow line diversions are indicated as the

basalt sided canyons would probably leak if placed under much head

and the general slope of the counfrsr to the west is rapid enough that
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Shoshorie Falls fran the south rim.

the canyon does not deepen rapidly until the vicinity of Twin Falls is
reached.

Twin Falls from the south rim.



Sites for such dams were not selected, although the head of

Dry Creek Falls at Mile 200 offers one good opportunity. It would take

a dam i6o feet high here to reach the taliwater at Mimer Dani. The site

is not good for a dam this high, probably oily good for about 60 feet,

leaving the possibility for a hundred foot development between Dry Creek

and Mimer.
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Dry Creek Falls - view upstream.

A 13 mile penstock below Dry Creek Falls would develop the

entire fall to Twin Falls, or it could be broken into lesser units as

.:

the canyon offers innumerable opportunities for the small diversion dam

required for forebay purposes. Plants in this area may not be justified

as any flow in this canyon section is dependent upon releases from Milner

dani which may be infrequent under the plan of complete development unless

flows are allocated for power through these canyon plants.
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Above Mimer darn the river is in a state of probable maximuru

development to above the Heise-Roberts area. Mimer dam is a diversion

dam only which diverts the water into the north and south side Twin Falls

canals. It ha no storage capacity of its ovn, but the north side canal

Nor#') 5i1e Twin Fa.s Ccraj
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Mulner Darn - view upstream.

diverts water into WUson Lake near Eden where 18,500 acre feet of water

are stored and the south side canal passes through urtaugh Lake on Dry

Creek where 12,000 acre feet are stored. rO pool behind Mi].ner dam

extends upstream 30 miles.

The Minidoka. dam, which forms Lake Walcott, is located 35 miles

above Mimer darn. it is the diversion dam for the Minidoka Project.

Canals lead to the area around Rupert on the north side and to the area

around Burley on the south side. Lake Walcott has an active storage

capacity of 107,000 acre feet.



American Falls dam is 36 miles up river from the Minidoka dam.

It is the main storage for the irrigatiou of all areas below. It has a

storage capacity of 1,700,000 acre feet, which is distributed to the

lands by the diversion dams below.

Above American Falls many diversions are made from the stream

channel but there are no important irrigation structires. Three developed

power drops are located in the river channel near Idaho Falls. These are

the two plants owned by the City of Idaho Falls and a standby plant of the

Utah Power Company. This 1att5eI,plant has not been in operation in recent

years.

S
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